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The Medal: “McCrae”          by Linda Mazur-Jack  

               As Remembrance Day approaches and 
news of war, from so many parts of the world,  
fills both the media and our minds with the un-
thinkable, it is timely to feature this medal  of 
one of Canada's most noted heroes, John 
McCrae. The surgeon who penned one of the 
most widely recognized poems of remembrance, 
"In Flanders Fields", died in the last year of 
World War I, that "war to end all wars". I have 
no idea as to when my fervent interest in The 
Great War started, but the theme of commemo-
ration has long been a motivating factor in much 
of  my sculptural work. The more formal, repre-
sentational style of this medal was chosen to 
evoke the more formal, traditional style of Brit-
ish portraiture from that era - an era which died 
so suddenly and so brutishly in that pivotal war. 
 

President’s Message 
 

Once upon a time there was a man 
who boldly took the challenge to 
form an art medal organization. 
He knew he was not alone for he 
had the support of Dora de 
Pédery- Hunt and Anne Lazare-
Mirvish. Knowing he had their 
assistance, what did he have to 
fear but fear itself!! 
              This man was none other 
than our Del Newbigging, outgo-
ing president of MASC. Del is 
passing on the challenge but be-
fore he does, we should take the 
opportunity to reflect on the roots 
of this organization. 

              The Medallic Art Society of Canada held its first meet-
ing on July 16, 2000 with distinguished medallic artists such as 
Dora de Pédery-Hunt and Anne Lazare-Mirvish in attendance. 
Within a short space of time an executive was formed with  
Del Newbigging elected as President. Since then a Board of  
Directors was established and the membership has expanded to 
over 60 members. Members of the board meet every two months 
in Toronto, weather permitting, to discuss issues such as planning 
exhibit venues for members, establishing a national/international 
communications network to attract additional members and to 
implement the society’s mission statement: The Medallic Art  

Society of Canada is dedicated to the creation, promotion, ap-
preciation and education of the fine art of the medal. 
              Under Del’s dedicated efforts MASC has grown to 
become an amazing group of artists and collectors. Until re-
cently there was essentially a single body directing MASC. 
There is now a separate Board of Directors to review the di-
rection of MASC and offer expert guidance to the Council of 
Executives, whose purpose will be to lay the groundwork for 
future venues and workshops. The Inaugural Exhibit and Con-
ference held last fall in Ottawa was a tremendous success and 
a fine example of the collaborative efforts of all those in-
volved.  
               Del ,we thank you for your tireless, unwavering  
enthusiasm for MASC and for the people who belong to this 
organization. 
 
                                                        Yours sincerely, 
                                                        Susan Taylor 

              I was one of the hundred or so 
onlookers at the John McCrae House Museum, 
in Guelph, Ontario, Canada, on November 30, 
1997, the 125th anniversary of John McCrae's 
birth. This was also the day when the newly 
found and purchased war medals of John 
McCrae, surgeon and poet, were returned 
"home". Today, eighty-five years after his 
death, McCrae's three World War I service 
medals, a medal earned in the Boer War and a 
brass memorial medal issued to the McCrae 
family after his death, all lie safely on display, 
thanks to the generosity of Mr. Arthur Lee, 
who purchased them at auction and donated 
them to the McCrae House Museum.  
 
McCrae by Linda Mazur-Jack 
Bronze, 105 mm x 66  mm x 20 mm 

 

Del Newbigging 
MASC President 2000-2003 

 

Expresses his appreciation to all those who assisted with 
MASC over the past three years. Your encouragement and 
dedication to the society’s success has made the adventure 
very rewarding. It is hoped that you will give your whole 

hearted support to our new president, Susan Taylor, as she 
guides MASC with new ideas and direction. 



                                           
 
 
 
 
 
                                           

               In sixteenth century Italy, appearing on a medal gave 
a person an exalted status. Commissioning a medal was an act of 
homage or if the person commissioning the medal was also the 
subject, one of self-glorification. 

M edals were first made in the fifteenth century. Early 
examples generally had a portrait on the front and on 
the back a device symbolizing virtues claimed by the 

person represented. In the sixteenth century new ideas were intro-
duced. Many medals commemorated individuals through events 
rather than virtues. Often they were struck rather than cast and 
were more widely distributed. They were the forerunners of mod-
ern commemorative medals and medals awarded for bravery. 
 

Making 
               The two techniques of medal-making produced distinct 
types of medal. 
               Casting was the main method in the fifteenth century. 
The artist made a wax model from which a mould was taken. 
Molten metal was then poured into the mould to create the 
medal. Many makers of cast medals also produced larger sculp-
tures in that way. 
 

               Striking became popular in the sixteenth century along-
side casting and was more suited for those who wished to pro-
mote themselves widely. The artist engraved or punched the de-
signs into two cylindrical steel dies. These were then pressed into 
a blank circle of metal with a hammer or a press. Struck medals 

could be made in large numbers, 
but they tended to be smaller and 
in lower relief to prevent the dies 
from breaking. These medal mak-
ers often worked in mints where 
coins were struck in a similar way. 
              Medals were usually 
made of gold, silver, bronze or 
lead. However, many precious 
metal medals have since been 
melted down. More medals than 
now survive would have resembled 
Jacopo da Trezzo’s spectacular 
gold medal of Queen Mary I of 
England. 

   Reflections of Glory 
   The Medallic Art of Sixteenth Century Italy 
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Meanings 
              Most medals had a front (obverse) and a back (reverse). 
Both sides conveyed messages about the person who was the 
subject, which was intended to add to their reputation. 
 

The front usually carried a portrait, recognizable as the individ-
ual, but also idealized. The profile form evoked the heads of  
Roman emperors on ancient coins and the greatness associated 
with them. The clothing worn could be ancient or contemporary, 
civic or military. Ancient dress might suggest renown or anti-
quarian knowledge, whereas modern dress could imply wealth 
or military prowess. 
 

 

T he backs of medals celebrated personal qualities and 
achievements. Medals of rulers often focused on no-
tions of power and strength. Others drew attention to 

their subject’s wealth, fame or abilities or centred on qualities 
such as piety, charity or learning.  Alternatively, a man might be 
praised for his steadfastness, a woman for her beauty or purity. 
Some of those portrayed on medals commissioned by others pro-
tested that they were not worthy of being immortalized in the 
manner of kings and emperors, although their protests were gen-
erally half-hearted. 
 

(To be continued in the next issue) 
 

This article is taken from an exhibition at the British Museum 
and is printed with the permission of the museum. 

Self Portrait By Lysippus the Younger 
Bronze, Cast, 16th C 
Obverse: Self Portrait 

Reverse: Surface highly polished  
as a mirror 

 

His real name is unknown. He took the 
name of the famous sculptor from ancient 
Greece. 
This medal was meant to be given to his 
current paramour. The inscription reads, 
“Admire on one side your own beautiful 
face, and on the other that of your servant”. 

 
Andrea Doria/ 
Leone Leoni 

By Leone Leoni 
Bronze, Cast, 

1541 
42 mm  

diameter 
Obverse: Portrait of Andrea Doria 
Reverse: Portrait of Leone Leoni 

In May 1540, Leoni had been sent to the galleys for assaulting the Pope’s 
goldsmith. His release after several months was secured by Andrea Doria. 

Leoni made both cast and struck medals in his Milan workshop. He was one 
of the most celebrated of sixteenth-century Italian sculptors. He was also 

chief engraver at the Imperial Mint 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Malates Novello by Pisanello 
Bronze,   Cast,   85.7 mm diameter,   15th Century 

Obverse: Portrait          Reverse: Shows religious devotion of Novello 

 
Andrea Doria/ 
Leone Leoni 

By  
Leone Leoni 
Bronze, Cast, 

1541 
42 mm 

diameter 

Mary I of England 
By Jacopo da Trezzo 

Gold, Cast and Chased, 1554 
69 mm diameter 
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             In 2001, I designed and executed two works for  
Canadian representation in Paris – one was a medal the other I 
knew, was not. The jury selected both; I was told they went 
right to the questionable one and selected it unanimously. So, 
apparently I was wrong – it was validated, it was going to the 
major international show of medallic art, it must be a medal  
after all – a paradox was in play.  

I had intentionally pushed the limits of my own idea of 
what a medal is. Oh, it fits in the hand well and it is very easy to 
roll about – in fact it feels wonderful, it is tactile with both 
smooth polished passages and intriguing textural surfaces. It is 
the optimum size – one-way; the depth dimension, however, is 
half that of the diameter’s. As you roll it over, the reverse never 

appears, or is it the obverse that never reveals – the two sides 
are, in fact, the same. The edge has disappeared from its normal 
location and has reappeared in the centre of the work with con-
siderable volumetric presence and weight thus making it far 
heavier than one expects a medal to be. It is enticing, evocative, 
and enigmatic, but then so are recent works I have just com-
pleted that are six and seven feet high. 
Medal of the Lunar Passage, based on themes, processes, and 
imagery used in my larger works, is, in fact, a small sculpture; 
regardless of its title, regardless of the jury’s decision, and de-
spite its inclusion in a major exhibition and catalogue of medallic 
art. 
              After its completion and holding such concerns about 
its appropriateness, I developed what is now called Medal of 
the Inner Passage. It, too, is the perfect ten-centimeter diame-
ter; it is also based on my own recurring vocabulary of form and 

idea. It also builds in height, but not nearly as much; it also 
pierces from one side to the other, but the passage in this case 
connects two completely different metaphorical narratives – it  
possesses clear obverse and reverse positions and develops 
those in classic relief methodology. The edge returns to its  

rightful position and separates the two sides through time and 
space; nor are these two concerned with uniformity of scale or 
vantage. Although the relief on the obverse is high, this work 
does meet my own definition concerns – this is a medal.  
              The following year, for the Ottawa show, I developed 
three new works based on the mask theme. The cycle is collec-
tively called the Cryptic Medals. All three are larger than the 
Passages above, but still they fit and work well in the hand.  
Cryptic Medal #3–Mask is the most appropriate to this discus-
sion as it uses the same molds as those above and concerns itself 
with similar ideas and identity. Here, I again returned to the chal-
lenge of purposefully pushing the limits of defining a medal. 
This piece actually merges two medals into one through a curious 
figure eight bonding. It intentionally incorporates aspects of both 
works discussed above, but, to me, defiantly retains its distinc-
tion as medal because of its diversity of sides, its inter-
connectedness, and its compelling and intriguing surfacing. Al-
though oversized and oddly shaped, yet it is the only work here 
discussed that includes text - not essential to a medal, but often 
important to lead the viewer’s response. This work is surely the 
most complex in both idea and stimulus of visual imagery; it was 
the most complex to make and finish for visual and tactile delight. 
It would, of course, never exist but for the prior explorations. 

              All three works are finely finished in a variety of tex-
tures and patinas – imperative to the close scrutiny of hand-held 
work. All present a challenging array of form, image, and idea 
for the viewer to ponder and all present a clear and precise alle-
gory of metaphorical subject (from my position as their creator). 
 Although all retain “medal” as part of their titling and although 
all three have been accepted and traveled extensively for viewing 
in prestigious medal exhibitions, I maintain that properly only 
two can rightfully be called medals. 
              This past week I took up the trial of once again instruct-
ing a new group of students into the challenge of medal making. 
We began by discussing - What is a medal? We examined  
FIDEM magazines and our own MASC catalogue. I presented 
examples of questionable classification; they quickly found oth-
ers. They, I know, will also surely push the boundaries of defini-
tion; perhaps there are none at large, at any rate they are becom-
ing extremely fuzzy. It is incumbent for the artists of medals to 
find their own definitions and, even then, as I continue to do, 
push them to their limits. And when going past them, one can 
always return a little. 

What is a Medal?   By Richard McNeill  

 
 
 
 
 

Cryptic Medal #3  
Mask 

 
 

 
 
 

Medal of 
the Lunar 
Passage 

 
 
 

 
 
 

Medal of 
the 

Inner  
Passage  



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                                         
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  

Born in Toronto on October 5, 1921, 
Bill Clements is a first generation Ca-
nadian and the only child of Harry and 
Jean Clements who had emigrated 
from England. He was educated in 
Toronto schools where the only thing 
he excelled in was art. He progressed 
in spite of severe dyslexia. His studies 
of drawing and painting were contin-
ued at Danforth Technical School in 

Toronto and later in St. John’s Newfoundland with Kathleen 
Kelly, R.A., while stationed there in the Royal Canadian Navy, 
in which he served four years in WWII. After the war Bill stud-
ied at the Ontario College of Art graduating with First Class 
Honours in 1949. He specialized in sculp-
ture with Emmanuel Hahn* whom he re-
members as having the most influence 
upon him in his studies. Hahn became his 
favourite teacher and hero. Even now, he is 
happy relaxing in Emmanuel Hahn’s chair 
in his sun porch.   
After Art College, he worked in display 
and theatre set design etc., including mod-
elling two over-life-size figures for Interna-
tional Nickel. Bill was studio assistant to 
Jacobine Jones** for the sculptures for the Bank of Nova Scotia, 
Head Office, Toronto and on the four massive figures on the Ar-
chives Building, University of Toronto. Other similar work was 

interrupted when Bill attended the On-
tario College of Education, University 
of Toronto. He graduated in 1955 and 
taught drawing, anatomy and sculpture 
at Danforth Technical School for  
seventeen years and concurrently at  
Central Technical School and other 
schools in Ontario. While teaching, 
Bill also operated a thriving studio 
working on many commissions. One of 
these was his first medal which was 
struck by Birk’s Jewellers and awarded 
for Academic Excellence at Danforth 
Technical School. From 1956 to 1980 
he made over fifty life-size butter 
models for the  Canadian National Ex-
hibition, The Royal Winter Fair and 
the New York State Fair. Portrait com-
missions included Winston Churchill, 
Roy Bonisteel and many others. Bill 
left teaching in 1972 to devote all of 
his time to his own work at his studio 
in Prince Edward County. However, in 
1980 he was asked to teach sculpture 
at the Ontario College of Art, and did 
so until 1989. Many of his students 
have become professional sculptors. 

 

Bill’s good fortune includes his marriage in 1942 to Grace, his 
childhood sweetheart. They started out in Toronto and gradually 
over the years moved east, finally settling in Prince Edward 
County for the past 25 years. Along the way 
they accumulated a family of five children, all 
of whom have been influenced by their asso-
ciation with the art and art activities that sur-
rounded them. One son is a successful yacht 
designer and a daughter creates special effects 
for films. Grace and Bill live in a wondrous 
house that Bill designed by converting a barn 
into a studio and home. The garage is made 
into a foundry where Bill can cast his sculp-
tures in bronze. Grace repairs and restores an-
tique books. Her most recent position is as 
proof-reader for “behind the MASC”. 
A gifted sculptor, Bill prefers to work in clay 
and cast in bronze. He has no preference in 
subject matter but likes his works to communicate and for this he 
finds figurative subjects the most satisfactory. He learned to cast 
in bronze by observing professionals and reading many books. 
Starting with casting in lead he progressed to working in bronze, 
designing and building his own foundry in 1975. Over his life-
time in sculpture Bill has known all of the master sculptors in 
Canada and been associated with many art societies. His associa-
tion with Dora de Pédery-Hunt and Del Newbigging has made 
him more interested in medals. His medals have been shown in 
several FIDEM exhibitions. 
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Featured Medallist:    Bill Clements A.O.C.A., R.C.A. 
By Del Newbigging 

A converted barn serves as 
Bill’s studio and Foundry. 

Bill & Grace re-
cently celebrated 

their 60th wedding 
anniversary 

 
 
 

Silent Quartet 
105 mm diameter 

Bronze 
 

Performing  
musicians and 
their instruments 
becoming  
interesting yet 
silent. 

Family 
100 mm diameter 

Bronze 

Anniversary Waltz 
100 mm diameter 

Bronze 

Folk Arts Ontario 
85 mm diameter 

Bronze 



 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
A bronze sculpture of Bill’s is in the permanent collection at  
Rodman Hall Arts Centre in St. Catharines, Ontario. Other work 
in metal, stone and wood is in numerous private collections 
across Canada, U.S.A. and Europe. Bill has won many  
prestigious awards and commissions. 
 

 

 
*featured in “behind the MASC”, Issue 6 
** Put on Her Mettle: The Life and Art of Jacobine Jones, 
     Penumbra Press 1999 
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Children’s Writer Medal 
105 mm diameter, Bronze 

Inspired by a friend, this medal was 
purchased by a collector in Munich 
from a FIDEM exhibition.. 

Non-Objective Medal 
100 mm diameter 

Plaster 

Boudoir 
110 mm diameter 

Township of Oro 
70 mm diameter 

Bronze 

50th  Wedding Anniversary Medal 
90 mm diameter, Bronze 

Portrait of Grace & Bill on their 
anniversary. 

El Spirito del Bosque  
(Spirit of the Woods) 

82 mm diameter, Bronze 
Shown at FIDEM in Weimar,  

Germany in 2000. 
Bill visited Spain for the first time 35 years 
ago. He has visited many times and is inter-
ested in the language and studies Spanish as 
a hobby. His favourite city is Ronda, high 
up in the mountains and north west of the 
Costa del Sol. He is also fond of Mexico, the 
people and the history. 

Sacrifice to Pollution 
660 mm diameter 

Plaster 
Warns of the dangers 
of the build up of 
pollution 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Triptych  
700 mm x 700 mm,     Bronze 

This is one of Bill’s favourite works. It expresses his feelings about life and as 
in other works he uses the egg shape. It is not a religious work. The left panel 
shows angel-like figures pushing life onto humans. The middle panel explodes 
like an atomic bomb jamming all of the figures together in a chaotic mass. 
The right  panel shows the angel-like figures taking life away. 

The Bells  
620 mm x 490 mm 

It wasn’t until the piece 
was cast and it was dis-
covered that when struck 
it made a pleasing sound, 
like a bell, that it was 
named. Some sculptural 
ideas can be expressed 
better in a welded form. 

 
Chorus Line 

490 mm x 230 mm 
Bronze 

Shows the beauty 
of repetition. 

Leap Frog 
820 mm high 

Plaster 
This, as in much of 
Bill’s work, expresses 
Bill’s joy in life. 

Figure 
620 mm high 

Plaster 

Lillian 
295 mm high 

Bronze 

Torso 
295 mm high 

Ceramic 
When asked why there 
were so many large-
sized women in his 
work, Bill said,  
“I guess I just prefer 
curves to angles”. 

Girl with Hoola 
Hoop 

450 mm high 
Plaster 
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News From The Mint 

   by Susan Taylor 
 

ROCKY MOUNTAIN COIN 
 

The Royal Canadian Mint has introduced its newest sterling silver 
$20 coin highlighting one of Canada's most magnificent natural  
wonders and the Mint's own superb award-winning coin technology. 
  
The Rocky Mountains coin represents the Mint's second instalment 
in the Natural Wonders collection launched in June 2003 with the 
release of the Niagara Falls coin, which sold out within a month of 
issue. In November 2003, the Mint will release the Aurora Borealis 
(Northern Lights) coin, the third instalment in the Natural Wonders 
collection. 
 
More than nine million people annually marvel at the Canadian 
Rockies, the seemingly impenetrable wall of massive peaks which 
runs along the Alberta-British Columbia border. The Canadian Rock-
ies are the largest mountain chain in North America and the site of 
some of the world's most spectacular mountain scenery, including 
glaciers, ice fields, snow-covered peaks, crystal clear lakes, and in 
raging rivers.  Designed by Royal Canadian Mint engraver José 
Osio, this coloured coin in 99.99% fine silver, depicts the majestic 
grandeur of the colossal mountain range.  The obverse features the 
portrait of Her Majesty Queen Elizabeth II by Dora de Pédery-Hunt. 
 

 Book Review  
 By Geoffrey Bell, Past President, Canadian Numismatic Association 

designers, engravers, die cutters, artists, 
publishers and mints.  
Puddester is to be congratulated for a fine 
piece of work. Now retired, he is a former 
Foreign Service Officer with the Canadian 
government. He served in Hong Kong, Los 
Angeles, Copenhagen, Port of Spain, New 
Delhi and Singapore. 
The book is available to MASC members 
directly from the publisher at $85 Canadian 
including postage. Contact: 

rpuddester@aol.com 

than 25 subjects such as royal visits, exhi-
bitions and viceroy presentations as well as 
major universities with over 200 medals 
represented.  
Of particular interest to Canadian collectors 
are the viceroy medals. They often have 
personalities on them familiar to Canadians 
like Dufferin, Minto, Lansdowne, Elgin, 
Wellington, etc. This section would be of 
interest to those collecting the Governor-
General series. Also of interest are the spe-
cialized indexes dealing with medallists,  

Medals of British India with Rarity and 
Valuations: Vol. One 
Commemorative and Historical Medals 
from 1750 to 1947 
By Robert P. Puddester  
Published by Spink and Son, London, 
England 
 

Puddester, a Canadian, first published a 
book in 1987 on British Historical Medals. 
After extensive research in the Calcutta 
and Bombay Mints, the author has added 
800 specimens to the original 400 with 
nearly 500 illustrations. This is a monu-
mental work consisting of 562 pages 
loaded with photographs. Adding to its 
enjoyment are the numerous historical 
write-ups. Medals are grouped under more  

Found only in bronze (136 mm) and excessively 
rare. Only seven medals were issued, four of 
which were purchased by Lord Mountbatten 
himself. An eighth medal was produced for 

Prince Phillip after the assassination of  
Mountbatten. 

H.H. Sir  
Takhatsinghji  

G.C.S.I. 
Maharaja of  
Bhavnagar 

By D. McGill,  1893 
Bronze 106 mm 
Silver 114 mm  

 

Rajah of Kapurthala 
By Lillian Hamilton 

Bronze,   126 mm,   1889 
Obverse: The Rajah with his titles 

Reverse: A knelling elephant with mahout and  
howdah. 

Earl Mountbatten  
of Burma  

Viceroy of India 
 

By F.J. Kormis  
Cast in 1948 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
ROCKY MOUNTAIN COIN SPECIFICATIONS:          

Composition:                99.99 % Fine Silver 
Weight:                         31.39 grams 
Diameter:                      38 mm 
Edge:                            Serrated 
Face value:                    $20 
Finish:                           Proof (frosted relief on a brilliant 

                                           background)  
Mintage:                       35,000 



              Last year the inaugural AGM was held at the RCM in 
Ottawa. This year the AGM was held in Georgetown on Septem-
ber 20, 2003. Eric Knoespel and the Artcast staff hosted the 
event. The weather was warm and lovely which pleased the more 
than twenty members who attended. The meeting got underway 
in the morning at the meeting room of the Ares Restaurant. The 
formal meeting reviewed the work of MASC over the past year 
and brought everyone up-to-date with the current activities of the 
society. The meeting closed with the presentation of a medal to 

out-going President, Del Newbigging. President Susan Taylor 
thanked Mr. Newbigging for his guidance and work for the soci-
ety for the past three years. Dora de Pédery-Hunt presented her 
medal, ”Erasmus” to him on behalf of MASC. 

              Following the AGM meeting the members enjoyed the 
exhibition of medals from the personal collection of Dora de 
Pédery-Hunt. These medals, collected over a number of years, 
were presented so that everyone could see, pick up, learn and 
admire them. 
              Ms. Hunt promised to present the collection, and more, 

for the edification of our members at a 
future time. Everyone was inspired by 
seeing the vast arrangement of different 
designs in medal making. 
              After a delicious lunch provided 
by Artcast, the members moved to the 
Artcast Foundry for a demonstration of 
bronze patination for non-metallic medals 
by MASC Vice-President, Saulius Jaskus. 
Mr. Jaskus had many examples in various  
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stages of finish which he used to show 
his patination technique. Everyone was 
pleased with this professional workshop 
and all were very eager with their ques-
tions and expressed their sincere appre-
ciation.  
              The day ended with an expla-
nation of bronze casting by Eric  
Knoespel, owner of Artcast, and his son 
Marcus Knoespel. Eric began his talk at 

the wax stage and 
showed the progress 
taken through vari-
ous steps to obtain a 
finished bronze 
sculpture. Walking 
through the many 
rooms of the foun-
dry gave our mem-
bers a chance to see 
first hand what  
happens to their  
medals as they are 
created in bronze. 

Eric has operated Artcast for more than 
forty years. His insight into bronze cast-
ing and working with artists’ egos over 
that time was very inter-
esting to hear. 
              We are looking 
forward to the MASC 
AGM in 2004. Where 
will it be? If you have 
any suggestions please 
contact MASC with 
your ideas. The MASC 
Council and Directors 
were very pleased with 
the attendance for this year’s AGM. Please try to attend the 
AGM in 2004. It is only with the participation of every mem-
ber that our society can grow and prosper. 

 
MASC 
Annual  
General  
Meeting 

September 20, 
2003 

Left: 
Presentation to 

out-going MASC 
President,  

Del Newbigging 
Right: 

“Erasmus” By 
Dora de Pédery-

Hunt 

Left: 
Looking and learning 
from Dora’s personal 

medal collection. 
 

Below: 
Dora and Willie  

Albiez enjoy a little 
chat on medals. 

Saulius Jaskus  
demonstrates patination  

Eric Knoespel gives 
the Foundry secrets 

away. 

Dora and Eric 
respond to questions on 

the Foundry tour. 

Eileen Millen and Ann Bartok enjoy a coffee 
break during the meeting. 

MASC Council 
 

Saulius Jaskus,  
Vice –President; 
John Carolan, 

Membership Secretary & 
Newsletter Editor; 

Susan Taylor, President; 
Del Newbigging, 
Past-President; 

Ray Scott, Treasurer; 
Linda Mazur-Jack, 
(seated) Secretary. 

 
Rabbit - Artcast Mascot 
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If you would like to have one of your medals featured, 
please send a good photograph, informational details and 
a short story about the medal to the editor. We will print 
as many as possible in future issues. 
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The Medal   
 

Dylan Thomas 
by Eileen Millen 

Obverse   Bronze   2002 
110 mm x 90 mm 

Dylan Thomas 
by Eileen Millen 

Reverse   Bronze   2002 
110 mm x 90 mm 

Canada’s leading  
sculpture foundry 

Trusted by sculptors 
for over 38 years 

• Casting bronze, stainless steel, aluminum,  
        silver and pewter     
• Enlarging, mold-making, polishing, patinating  
• Modeling and pouring wax, sculpting tools 
• Repairs and restoration 

‘The Sculpture Casting Company’ 

14 Armstrong Avenue, 
Georgetown, Ontario, L7G 4R9 

Tel: (905) 877-5455    Fax: (905) 877-0205 
www.artcast.com      info@artcast.com 

behind the MASC  
23-25 Heartwood Drive,  

 Belleville, ON, K8P 5M2, Canada  
newcar@sympatico.ca 
Editor: John Carolan 

 
MASC Council 

President: Susan Taylor 
Vice-President: Saulius Jaskus 
Secretary: Linda Mazur-Jack 

Treasurer: Ray Scott 
Membership Secretary: John Carolan 

 
Board of Directors 

Dora de Pédery-Hunt 
Eric Knoespel 

Anne Lazare-Mirvish 
Geert Maas 

Richard McNeill 
Alice Teichert 

 
Director-at-Large 

Judi Michelle Young 

Welcome New Members 
MASC welcomes new member  

Marion Roller  

of  New York City 

and expresses  appreciation to her for her support and 
membership. 

  

 
 

This beautiful catalogue of MASC’s first 
major exhibition is available for $10 + 
shipping & handling. To order, please  

contact MASC at: 
 newcar@sympatico.ca            

or write to MASC, 
23-25 Heartwood Drive, 

Belleville, Ontario, K8P 5M2, 
Canada 

MASC 
Catalogues for Sale Joining MASC 

To join MASC send your cheque or money  to: 
MASC or The Medallic Art Society of Canada 
23-25 Heartwood Drive, 
Belleville, Ontario, K8P 5M2, Canada 
 
Membership fees are: 
Individual (Canada & United States)        $40.00 
Individual (Overseas)                                $45.00 
Businesses & Institutions                          $60.00

Mississauga Sculpture Studio 
 

Medal Making Course 
Instructor: Saulius Jaskus 

 
January 6 to February 24, 2004 

7:00 -10:00 P.M. 
 

At the  
Mississauga Sculpture Studio 

20 Thomas Street 
Streetsville, Ontario 

 
Cost: $120 for 8 sessions 

 
The class will include  

experienced members and those  
who are new to medal making 

 
Contact: Eileen Millen  

905-453-4572 


